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Westngtiouse Energy Systems Bn 355i

| Electric Corporation Pinsburgh Pennsylvarua 15230-0355

DCP/NRC1058
NSD-NRC 97-5352
Docket No.: 52-003

Sep ember 30,1997-

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555 p

ATTENTION: T.R. QUAY
'

SUBJECT: DISCUSSION ON METilOD OF USING TRUNCATED CUTSETS FOR AP600
SilUTDOWN PRA SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Dear Mr. Quay:

A tc. econ was held between the NRC and Westinghouse on Septernber 5,1997, to discuss the AP600
shutdown PRA. Westinghouss agreed ta an NRC-requested action during the telecon to provide four
additional shutde vn PRA sensitivity studies and to provide a qualitative justi?cution for why it is
acceptable to use truncated cutsets for the shutdown PRA sensitivity analyses. j

Enclosed with this letter is e paper discussing why it is acceptable to use truncated cutsets for the
AP600 shutdown PRA sensithity analyses reported in PRA Attachments 54A and $4B.

The additional shutdown PRA sensitivity studies were provided to the NRC in Westinghouse letter
DCP/NRC1057 (NSD-NRC-97-5348) dated September 26,1997.

Westinghouse believes the enclosure satisfks the NRC-requested action. he telecoa open item is
represented by item #5751 in the OITS. The Westinghouse status column in OITS will be changed to
" Action N" for this item. The staff is requested to review the enclosure and to provide Westinghouse
with the action to be placed in the NRC status column of item #5751.

Please contact Cynthia L. llaag on (412) 374-4277 if you have any questions concerning this
transmittal. /

e<%'4en
Brian A. N cin, tyre, Manager
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Qualitative Discussion on Method of Using Truncated Cutsets,

for Shutdown PRA Sensitivity Analyses. , ,

ne purpose of this discussion is to qualitatively assess the sensitivity analyses performed on the results of
the shutdown baseline and focused PRA with respect to the system dependencies.

Using truncated cutsets results as the starting point for data or logical sensitivity analysis has a distinct
advantage over the more rigorous method of modifying fault trees and event trees. Namely, the time and
effort involved in perforrr,ing sensitivity analysis can be significantly reduced. However, using truncated
cutsts to perform sensitivity analysis also has its pitfalls; results can be significantly over-estimated or
under estimated if the analyst focuses only on the cutsets and is not aware of the modeling behind the
cutsets,

ne method used for performing the tensitivity study on design change impacts to the shutdown PRA
(Section 54A of the PRA) and to the shutdown surge line flooding sensitivity (Section 54B of the PRA)
involves using truncated cu, sets as the basis for the analysis. This discussion focuses on the system
dependencies and qualitatively evaluates the impact of using truncated cutsets to evaluate the design
changes.

(
In Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank System Desigi. Change

ne first design change discussed is the four in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) check
valves that maintain the pressure boundary between the RCS and the IRWST, are changed to squib valt
ne four squib valves have new dependencies on I&C systems and electric power systems for actuating
signals, he protection and safety monitoring system (PMS) along with Class 1E de power (IDS) provide
the safety-related signal to these valves, with the diverse actuation system (DAS) and the non-Class IE de

power (EDS) providing the nensafety-related signal to these valves. Each squib valve receives a safety-
related actuating signal from a different divirion, providing a robust redundancy configuration.

For the non-drained shutdown cases, the original shutdown PRA modeled successful IRWST injection if
one-out-of four of the flow paths through the check valves successfully opened. Since the check valves did
not need a sipal to open, the I&C and power dependencies present a new challenge to the IRWST
actuation model for the non-drained cases. However, because of the robust redundancy of the safety-related
signals, and the fact that the nonsafety-related systems provide a backup to the safety-related signals, the
I&C and power dependencies mil be dominated by common cause failures, with random failures being
negligible. De noa-drained cases already include those I&C and power common cause failures in the event
sequences that include failure of the automatic depressurization system (ADS), and in fact, cutset reduction
rules will prevent these common cause events from occurring in the sequences involving failure of IRWST,

'

since IRWST follows successful ADS operation. Therefore, there is no impact on the sensitivity study for
the non-drained cases due to the new dependency on I&C and power systems.

For the drained shutdown cases, the original design fur the IRWST required the two MOVs upstream of the
check valves to be closed. To inject water into the RCS upon loss of core cooling, one of these MOVs had

j to open. These MOVs received safety-related signals and power from separate divisions. He new design
includes four squib valves with a success of one-out of-four to open, and the MOVs are no longer required
to be closed during drained conditions. Since each of the squib valves receives a separate safety related
I&C signal and a separate safety-related power source, the redundancy scheme has improved. Therefore,
the sensitivity study is conservative with respect to the associated system dependencies.

- Component Cooling Water System Design Change

The component cooling water system (CCS) changes discussed in the design changes sensitivity resulted in
a net increase in core damage frequency. Since a more recent design change modified the CCS back to its,

configuration as mc. deled in the shutdown PRA, no qualitative assessment is applied to this design change.
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Serkice Water System Design Change
I

De ser ice water system (SWS) design change resulted in the addition of a local operator action to
replenish the SWS basin using the fire protection storage tank following a loss of offsite power event. Since
the local operator action failure probability is fairly high (4E 2/d), this value overshadows the support
system unasailability (fire protection system). Derefore, the sensitivity study treatment of the SWS design
change is deemed to be appropriate.

His design change has no impact on the shutdown focused PRA since nonsafety-related systems are not
cr-dited. Also, this design change has no impact on the loss of CCS/SWS initiating event frequency
calculation.

Technical Specification Minimum Compliance Sensitivity Study

%c Technical Specification minimum compliance sensitivity study uses the truncated cutsets results of the
design change sensitivity as input. In this sensitivity study, only two of the four fourth stage ADS lines, and
one of the two IRWST injection trains are assumed to be available during mid loop operation. Since the
truncated cutsets include both the drained and non-drained cases, the manipulations performed to model the
minimum Technical Specification compliant configuration will affect the non-drained cases as well. The

conservative impact of this is expected to be small, since the shutdown core damage frequency is dominated
by events during reduced inventory.

Inspecting the mid-loop event trees for both the baseline and focused PRA reveals that the core damage
sequences include either failure of ADS fourth stage venting, or failure of both the IRWST injection and
backup injection through the normal RHR (RNS) valve MOV 023. This sensitivity involves assuming
failure of two of the four ADS fourth stage lines, failure of one of the two trains ofIRWST injection, and
failure of the backup injection path through RNS MOV 023. Since the sequences involving failure of ADS
are separate from the sequences inveking failuies of IRWST and RNS, these sequences are discussed
individually,

ADS Assumed Failures

ne worst case assumed failure for the ADS fourth stage valves would include failures ofline I and 3, or
failure ofline 2 and 4. This is because each squib valve receives separate signals from two divisions, and
the failure combinations mention d would leave the remaining ADS squib valves dep:ndent on only two
divisions ofI&C and power. The success criteria for the I&C and power systems in this reduced
redundancy state is still one-out-of two. For this criteria, common cause failures still dominate the failures
of I&C and power; random failures are negligible. Since all of the dependencies' common cause failures
are calculated using a simple Beta factor approach, or are calculated based on single train or dual train
failures, the common cause failure probabilities assigned to the ADS dependencies are appropriate for the
reduced redundancy,

IRWST and RNS Assumed Faihm

The original shutdown model required one of the two MOVs in the IRWST injection paths, or the RNS
MOV to open for mid loop loss of core cooling. Rese three MOVs received safety-related signals and
power from three separate safety related divisions. For the minimum compliance sensitivity case, only two
squib valves are assumed to be available, with a success criteria of one-out-of two valves to open. These .
two valves receive signals and power from separate safety-related divisions, so the failure combination is
failure of both divisions of I&C or power. His failure combinadon is the same as the case for ADS
mentioned above, so again, the sensitivity case modeling is assmed to be appropriate for the IRWST and

g RNS minimum compliance case.
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Conclusions.

'
, ,

The design change sensitivity analysis approach of using shutdown b:scline and focused PRA truncated
cutsets is appropriate for system dependencies since:

Only existing I&C and power models are affected; no new support systems need to be added to the*

model.

Re only case in which new dependencies are added is for the non-drained shutdown cases in which,*

formerly, the check valves for 1RWST injection did not need power and I&C support. Now, the squib
valves require power and I&C. This has no effect on the results since common cause failure dominates
the results, and common cause failure is already accounted for in these models (failure of ADS full
depressurization).

Drained (raid-loop) shutdown cases dominate the shutdown core damage frequency. For the drained*

cases, the dependency model is more robust for the design change (l of 4 divisions for 1RWST squib
valves vs.1 of 2 divisions for MOVs).

%e minimum technical specification compliance sensitivity analysis using the truncated cutsets from the
above baseline PRA sensitivity is a good estimate with respect to support systems because:

Power and 1&C dependencies are the only support systems impacted.*

De worst case success criteria for power and !&C support is 1 out of 2 divisions available. This model*

is dominated by common cause failure; common cause failures for the I&C and power components are
calculated based on either a single train failure (class IE battery common cause failure) or based on a
simple Beta factor. His means that no manipulation of the common cause failure probability is
required.
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